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SUMMARY
Metastatic prostate cancer (PCa) inevitably acquires resistance to standard therapy preceding lethality. Here,
we unveil a chromosomal instability (CIN) tolerance mechanism as a therapeutic vulnerability of therapy-re-
fractory lethal PCa. Through genomic and transcriptomic analysis of patient datasets, we find that castration
and chemotherapy-resistant tumors display the highest CIN and mitotic kinase levels. Functional genomics
screening coupled with quantitative phosphoproteomics identify MASTL kinase as a survival vulnerability
specific of chemotherapy-resistant PCa cells. Mechanistically, MASTL upregulation is driven by transcrip-
tional rewiring mechanisms involving the non-canonical transcription factors androgen receptor splice
variant 7 and E2F7 in a circuitry that restrains deleterious CIN and prevents cell death selectively inmetastatic
therapy-resistant PCa cells. Notably, MASTL pharmacological inhibition re-sensitizes tumors to standard
therapy and improves survival of pre-clinical models. These results uncover a targetablemechanism promot-
ing high CIN adaptation and survival of lethal PCa.
INTRODUCTION

Metastatic prostate cancer (PCa) remains a leading cause of

death in men worldwide.7,8 Despite effective treatments,

including androgen receptor (AR) targeting and/or taxane

chemotherapy,9,10 PCa inevitably progresses to a therapy-re-

fractory state. Therapy resistance in PCa is a consequence of

cell rewiring mechanisms that can arise as adaptative re-

sponses driven by transcription factors (TFs). For example,

AR amplification, gain-of-function mutations, generation of

AR splice variants like AR splice variant 7 (AR-V7), or the

action of master regulators TFs, among other mechanisms,
Cell Repo
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confer survival advantages to PCa cells after therapy

exposure.11,12

Moreover, high-throughput genomic profiling is providing a

more complete picture of the PCa mutational landscape during

disease progression to lethal metastatic stages.1–3,6,13–16

Different genomic dataset meta-analyses indicate that lethal

PCa displays chromosomal alterations and instability like high

levels of copy number alterations, fraction of genome altered

(FGA), tumor mutational burden, or aneuploidy.2,6,15–20 Indeed,

chromosomal instability (CIN), the ongoing rate of chromosome

segregation errors that can lead to numerical and/or structural

chromosomal alterations,21–26 is a main source of genome
rts Medicine 4, 100937, February 21, 2023 ª 2023 The Author(s). 1
C-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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changes, tumor heterogeneity, and therapy resistance promot-

ing tumor progression and poor clinical outcomes.27–38 Paradox-

ically, severe chromosomal aberrations can also be detrimental

for cancer cell growth and survival.25,26,4,39–43 Thus, suggesting

that CIN must be maintained under a tolerable threshold to pre-

serve cancer cell homeostasis and may represent a vulnerability

of aggressive tumors.43–45 In PCa, clinical correlative studies

indicate that aneuploidy and CIN associate to aggressive lethal

disease46,47; however, the underlying causes of CIN, the adapta-

tion mechanisms, and the potential therapeutic implications

have not been studied.

Here, we investigated the molecular mechanisms promoting

CIN tolerance in PCa. Interrogation of clinical patient datasets

and tissues showed that CIN is highest in metastatic castration

and chemotherapy-resistant PCa and is paralleled by an

elevated expression of cell division fidelity kinases. Functional

genomic and phosphoproteomic studies identified the upregula-

tion of the mitotic kinase MASTL48–51 as a key survival depen-

dency of high CIN lethal PCa. This CIN tolerance mechanism is

regulated through a transcriptional circuitry involving atypical

TFs (AR-V7 and E2F7) and can be pharmacologically targeted

with a MASTL small molecule inhibitor52 that, when combined,

increases the efficacy of standard therapy in patient-derived

pre-clinical models. Our study uncovers CIN adaptation mecha-

nisms that can be exploited to target therapy-refractory PCa.

RESULTS

Increased CIN and mitotic kinase gene expression
confer survival vulnerabilities in metastatic therapy-
refractory PCa cells
To determine the levels of CIN during PCa progression to lethal

stages, we scored anaphase cells with chromosomal mis-segre-

gation in a cohort of tissue samples containing primary and

metastatic castration-resistant PCa (CRPC) tumors, as a proxy

of total CIN, without distinguishing between numerical and/or

structural changes (Figure 1A).We found thatmetastases display

a higher rate of chromosome mis-segregation than primary tu-

mors. This CIN increase was corroborated by examining the

FGA, as recently described,19 in a PCa publicly available patient

dataset containing primary and metastatic tumors2 (Figure 1B).

Similar results were obtained when analyzing CIN gene signa-

tures reported to correlate well with genome instability4,53,5 and

to predict lethality in PCa,47 in publicly available transcriptomic

PCa patient datasets1–3 (Figure S1A and Table S1).

Chromosome mis-segregation errors originate in mitosis;

therefore, we sought to determine the status of mitotic chromo-
Figure 1. High CIN therapy-resistant PCa develops dependencies to s

(A) Representative images and quantification of anaphases with chromosome se

points lagging chromosomes or chromatin bridges. Scale bar, 5 mm. H&E, hema

(B) FGA analysis in primary and metastatic tumor samples from indicated PCa d

(C) Transcriptome heatmaps of mitotic kinases in publicly available PCa datase

differential gene expression between primary and advanced PCa shown as bar g

(D) Correlation (Pearson/Spearman) between FGA/mitotic kinase gene expressio

(E) Mitotic kinase gene expression, FGA, and CIN70 score in taxane-treated and

(F) Percentage of anaphases with lagging chromosomes in taxane-treated and n

(G) Colony formation quantification of parental/chemoresistant (DR) cells after co

mean ± standard deviation of at least three experiments. Unless indicated, *p% 0
somal stabilitymaintenancepathways in lethal PCa. Interrogation

of the main cell division genes in three publicly available tran-

scriptomic patient datasets identified a subset of genes deregu-

lated specifically inmetastatic lethal PCa (Table S2), with a group

of mitotic kinases distinctively upregulated in metastasis

(Figure 1C). Remarkably, we identified a significant positive cor-

relation between FGA and mitotic kinase gene expression in the

Taylor dataset2 and,most important, in theSU2Cdataset,6which

only contains metastatic PCa samples (Figure 1D). Further inter-

rogation of treatment annotations in this dataset revealed that

chemotherapy (taxane)-treated metastatic tumors displayed

significantly higher mitotic kinase gene expression and FGA/

CIN than non-chemotherapy-treated metastases (Figure 1E).

Similar trends were observed when comparing chemo (n = 9) to

non-chemotherapy-treated (n = 7) metastatic tumors from the

Taylor dataset2 (Figure S1B). Of note, significantly higher chro-

mosomemis-segregationwas also observed in a cohort of doce-

taxel-treated metastatic PCa tissues (Figure 1F). Thus, these an-

alyses show increased correlation between CIN and mitotic

kinase expression during PCa disease progression, being high-

est in metastases from taxane-treated patients.

To functionally evaluate the contribution of the clinically upregu-

lated mitotic fidelity kinases to the viability of PCa cells, we first

sought to identify suitable cell models recapitulating the high

FGA/CIN and mitotic kinase gene expression observed in lethal

PCaclinical samples.To this end,wescoredchromosomemis-se-

gregationby live imagingofcells expressinghistoneH2B-mCherry

(as a measure of total CIN) and mRNA levels of mitotic kinases in

a panel including normal prostate (RWPE1), primary (E006AA),

metastatic hormone sensitive (LNCaP, VCaP), metastatic castra-

tion resistant (22Rv1, DU145), and syngenic chemotherapy

(docetaxel)-resistant PCa cells (DR) we previously reported to

recapitulate highly aggressive and multi-drug-resistant pheno-

types of advanced lethal PCa.54–57 Similar to what is observed in

patient datasets, chromosome mis-segregation and mitotic

kinases gene expression were increased in metastatic cells

and highest in castration chemotherapy-resistant (DR) models

(Figures S1C–S1E). Of note, these differences were not due

to changes in cell cycle progression or proliferation between

syngenic chemosensitive parental and DR cells (Figures S1F and

G). We next investigated the functional relevance of the elevated

CIN/mitotic kinaseexpression inDRcells and thepotential survival

dependencies by performing a focused loss-of-function genetic

screen comparing the survival of syngenic parental and DR cells

after knockdown of the 11 significantly increased mitotic kinases

in patient datasets.1–3 Colony formation after depletion of at least

80% of target gene mRNA with two independent small interfering
pecific chromosomal stability maintenance kinases

gregation errors in primary and metastatic PCa patient tissue samples. Arrow

toxylin and eosin.

ataset.2 p value, Wilcoxon’s test.

ts.1–3 Fold change and statistical significance (false discovery rate [FDR]) of

raph for each gene. Red = high, blue = low.

n in indicated PCa databases.2,6

naive metastatic tumor samples in SU2C.6 p values, Wilcoxon’s test.

aive metastatic PCa patient tissue samples.

ntrol or two siRNAs targeting each indicated mitotic kinase. Data represent the

.05, determined by Student’s t test. See also Figure S1 and Tables S1 and S2.
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Figure 2. SILAC quantitative phosphoproteomic analysis identifies MASTL as a top activated mitotic kinase in therapy-resistant PCa cells

(A) Workflow of SILAC-based discovery of phosphosite changes in metastatic chemoresistant PCa cells.

(B) Volcano plot of phosphopeptide log2 fold changes comparing 22Rv1-DR and parental cells. Red dots indicate significant changes by ANOVA.

(C) Gene ontology (GO) biological process enriched in DR cells phosphoproteome (g:Profiler). p value computed by Fisher’s test corrected with Benjamini-

Hochberg false discovery rate.

(D) List of top upregulated cell division phosphopeptides in DR cells.

(legend continued on next page)
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RNAs (siRNAs) (Figures S1H and S1I) identified five top chromo-

somal stability genes (AURKA, BUB1, AURKB, TTK, and MASTL)

that, when knocked down selectively, decreased cell viability

more significantly in DR than in parental cells (Figures 1G and

S1J). These results suggest a concomitant increase in CIN and

mitotic fidelity programs inadvancedPCa,withasubsetofkinases

to which metastatic chemotherapy-resistant cells become selec-

tively dependent to survive.

Quantitative phosphoproteomics identifies MASTL as a
top activated chromosomal stability kinase in therapy-
resistant lethal PCa
To unbiasedly identify relevant protein dependencies of high CIN

metastatic therapy-resistant PCa cells, we applied a quantitative

phosphoproteomic approach to compare phosphorylation

changes during cell division between DR and syngenic parental

cells. 22Rv1-DR and parental cells were differentially labeled to

perform stable isotope labeling by amino acids in culture

(SILAC) analysis58 and arrested in mitosis to identify relevant

phosphoproteomic changes when cells are close to chromo-

some segregation (Figure 2A). Samples were subjected to

phosphopeptide enrichment and mass spectrometry followed

by bioinformatic analysis to determine statistically significant

differences between cells. Phosphopeptide fold changes were

determined between DR and parental cells (Figure 2B and

Table S3) and main biological categories enriched in the DR

cells phosphoproteome identified through g:Profiler analysis,59

including cell division/mitosis and RNA processing and stability

(Figure 2C). We focused on changes in the chromosomal segre-

gation fidelity group because of its causal connection to chromo-

some mis-segregation and CIN. Notably, a-endosulfine (ENSA)

and ARPP19 (cyclic AMP-regulated phosphoprotein 19) were

the top hyper-phosphorylated proteins in DR cells compared

with parental cells (Figure 2D and Table S4). Since these are

the only two known substrates of MASTL, a kinase controlling

mitotic entry, progression, and genome stability,48,49,51 this

approach unequivocally identified increased MASTL activity

specifically in therapy-resistant metastatic PCa cells. The

increase in phosphorylated ENSA and ARPP19 in 22Rv1-DR

was corroborated in two other therapy-resistant cell models

(DU145-DR and VCaP-DR) by immunoblot using a specific anti-

body against the phosphoresidues identified by SILAC (S67 and

S62, respectively) and described in the literature as unique sites

of phosphorylation by MASTL.60,61 The higher phosphorylation

was not due to an increase in total ENSA/ARPP19 protein, as

indicated by immunoblot or by total proteome analysis per-

formed in parallel (Figures 2E and S2A–S2C). These results

correlated with increased MASTL protein in DR cells in both

mitotic and asynchronous populations (Figures 2F and S2D)

and, as shown above, are not associated with a higher accumu-

lation of DR cells in G2/M (Figures S1F and S1G).
(E) MASTL, total and phospho-ENSA/ARPP19 immunoblots in mitotic cell extrac

(F) MASTL immunoblots in asynchronous or mitotic arrested cells.

(G) MASTL IHC images and quantifications in primary, metastatic taxane-treated,

t test.

(H) MASTL mRNA levels in taxane-treated and naive metastatic tumor samples

MASTL mobility shift changes in mitosis. See also Figure S2 and Tables S3 and
Last, we evaluated the clinical significance of MASTL by

immunohistochemistry (IHC) analysis in a cohort of patient tumor

samples, confirming the highest levels in metastatic taxane-

treated tumors (Figure 2G). Similarly, a MASTL mRNA increase

was observed in taxane-treated metastatic samples from PCa

patients (SU2C database)6 (Figure 2H). Overall, these data

indicate a clinically relevant upregulation of MASTL kinase in

therapy-refractory lethal PCa, providing a rationale to mechanis-

tically investigate its role in this disease context.

Lethal therapy-resistant PCa cells upregulate MASTL to
counteract deleterious CIN
Our experimental andpatient specimen results point towarda clin-

ically significant role of MASTL upregulation in lethal therapy-re-

fractory PCa. We further confirmed the selective MASTL survival

dependency in DR cells, as indicated by increased cell death

(cleaved PARP) and decreased colony formation after MASTL

depletion when compared with parental cells (Figures 3A, 3B

and S3A). The same results were obtained using CRISPR-Cas9

to disrupt MASTL with a previously validated sgRNA62

(Figures 3C and 3D). Of note, the DR survival dependency was

MASTL specific and dependent on its kinase activity as doxycy-

cline inducible expression of wild-type (WT) siRNA-resistant

FLAP-MASTL rescued colony formation and cell death when

compared with empty vector (EV) or MASTL kinase dead (KD;

G44S) (Figures 3E, 3F and S3B).

Because the main known canonical biological function of

MASTL is related to cell division fidelity, we investigated whether

chromosome segregation differences between DR and chemo-

sensitive cells could explain the high sensitivity of DR cells to

MASTL loss of function. To this end, we scored anaphase lag-

ging chromosomes and kinetochores through immunofluores-

cence microscopy and found that MASTL depletion triggered a

greater increase in chromosome mis-segregation in DR cells

than in parental cells (Figure 3G), a phenotype rescued by WT

MASTL kinase, but not by the catalytically inactive form (Fig-

ure S3C). Similar results were obtained in a third metastatic

PCa cell model (VCaP-DR/VCaP) (Figure S3D) and by single-

cell live imaging to score lagging chromosomes in MASTL-

depleted histone H2B-mCherry cells (Figures S3E and S3F,

and Video S1). In addition, acceleration of mitotic exit (Fig-

ure S3G) and increase in other deleterious mitotic errors like

failed cytokinesis (multinucleation), centromere-positive and

-negative micronuclei, or multipolar spindles were also observed

in MASTL-depleted DR cells (Figures S3H and S3I). Of note,

doxycycline-induced MASTL upregulation in parental cells

lowered the rate of lagging chromosomes when compared

with EV controls (Figures S3J and S3K).

Similar results were obtained in vivo comparing DR and

parental cells stably expressing two inducible short hairpin

RNAs (shRNAs) targeting MASTL (Figure S3L) subcutaneously
ts.

and naive tumor samples from PCa patient. *p% 0.05 determined by Student’s

in the SU2C patient dataset.6 p value determined by Wilcoxon’s test. Arrows,

S4.
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injected in the flanks of immunocompromised male mice.

Doxycycline administration induced a significant decrease in

tumor weight mainly in DR shRNA MASTL xenografts (Fig-

ure 3H). Notably, DR shRNA MASTL established tumors dis-

played increased anaphases with chromosome segregation er-

rors (Figure S3M) and cell death (Figure 3I) than control tumors

after 4 days of doxycycline exposure. Overall, these results

suggest that therapy-refractory PCa displays a selective depen-

dency on MASTL kinase activity to survive high CIN.
AR-V7 transcriptionally regulates MASTL expression in
therapy-resistant lethal PCa cells
We next sought to investigate the upstream mechanisms pro-

moting CIN adaptation via MASTL upregulation in lethal PCa.

To this end, we performed an unbiased bioinformatic analysis

to determine TFs enriched in high CIN prostate tumors from pub-

licly available patient datasets,2,6,63 coupled with examination of

the MASTL promoter to identify binding sites of specific TFs64

(Figure 4A and Table S5A). This analysis identified AR-V7 as

one of the top TFs positively correlated with FGA levels and

CIN in patient PCa samples (Figures 4B and S4A–S4C, and

Tables S5A and S5B). AR-V7 is a constitutively active AR splice

variant generated as an anti-androgen therapy resistance mech-

anism in metastatic CRPC patients and associated with disease

progression.65–72 Despite being clinically relevant, AR-V7’s func-

tional role in the biology of CRPC remains poorly understood.73

Based on our results and on the paramount clinical significance

of AR signaling in PCa,74 we decided to investigate the role of

AR-V7 in the transcriptional regulation of MASTL. Of note, anal-

ysis of two recent datasets showed decrease in MASTL mRNA

after AR variants (ARVs) depletion75,76 (Figure 4C), supporting

a potential role inMASTL transcriptional regulation. Furthermore,

the MASTL promoter contains an AR binding element that

resembles previously reported ARV preferential binding sites

(ARV-PBS)75 890 bp upstream of the transcription start site

(TSS) (Figure 4D). To functionally dissect the role of AR signaling

in the transcriptional control ofMASTL, we compared the impact

of both AR full length (AR-FL) and AR-V7 depletion on its gene

expression in PCa cell models expressing AR-V7 and observed

that, while AR-V7 knockdown significantly decreased MASTL

mRNA and protein levels (Figures 4E, 4F, S4D and S4E),

AR-FL depletion had no effect (Figures 4E, 4F, S4E and S4F).
Figure 3. Therapy-resistant lethal PCa exhibits a selective functional M
(A) Colony formation and quantifications comparing parental and DR cells after c

(B) MASTL, total PARP, and cleaved PARP immunoblots in cells from (A), 72 h a

(C) Colony formation and quantifications comparing parental and DR cells after c

(D) MASTL, total PARP, and cleaved PARP immunoblots from cells in (C) 72 h af

(E) Colony formation and quantifications of DR cells doxycycline-induced to expre

(FLAP) after control or MASTL siRNAs.

(F) MASTL and cleaved PARP immunoblots of cells from (E) after 72 h.

(G) Representative immunofluorescence images and quantifications of anaphase

MASTL siRNAs. Centromeres (CREST), microtubules (alpha-tubulin). Red arrows

0.05, compares MASTL-depleted cells. **p % 0.05, compares cells in siRNA con

(H) Representative images and tumor weight quantification in parental/DR subc

MASTL shRNAs (n = 10, each shRNA) for 28 days.

(I) Representative cleaved caspase-3 IHC images and quantification in same DR

represent the mean ± standard deviation of at least three experiments. *p % 0.0
These results were confirmed in AR-V7-negative PCa cells

(LNCaP and C4-2) (Figures S4G–S4I).

Next, we analyzed publicly available AR-V7 chromatin immuno-

precipitation (ChIP)-sequencing data and identified MASTL pro-

moter occupancy in PCa cells77 (Figure S4J) that we confirmed

in 22Rv1-DR cells, which display the highest MASTL levels, using

the same validated AR-V7 ChIP-sequencing antibody77–79 (Fig-

ure 4G). ChIP-quantitative PCR (qPCR) analyses corroborated

that AR-V7, and not AR-FL, occupies the identified ARV-PBS,

but not adjacent regions, in the MASTL promoter (Figures 4H

and S4K), and luciferase reporter assays further proved AR-V7

direct binding and activation of transcription from a WT MASTL

promoter, while mutation of the AR-V7 binding motif significantly

reduced this effect and AR-FL did not induce luciferase activity

(Figure S4L). Interestingly, we observed a higher AR-V7 enrich-

ment at MASTL promoter in DR cells concomitant to increased

AR-V7/MASTL protein expression (Figures 4I and 4J). These re-

sults indicate that chemotherapy-resistantmetastaticPCacells in-

crease MASTL levels through AR-V7 direct promoter binding.

Notably, AR-V7 depletion recapitulated the mitotic phenotypes

ofMASTLperturbationandwerepartially rescuedbyMASTLover-

expression, further supporting a relevant roleof theAR-V7/MASTL

axis in regulating chromosome segregation fidelity in metastatic

therapy-resistant PCa cells (Figure S4M).

To assess a potential role of the AR-V7/MASTL axis in promot-

ing survival to docetaxel, we transduced C4-2 cells (AR positive/

AR-V7 negative) with an AR-V7 or EV and assessed effects on

docetaxel sensitivity. AR-V7 expression increased C4-2 cells

MASTL levels and activity (Figure 4K, left and middle) and sur-

vival to docetaxel when compared with EV controls (Figure 4K,

right), in addition to inducing growth in the absence of hormones

(charcoal stripped media) (Figure S4N). Of note, MASTL deple-

tion significantly restored sensitivity to docetaxel in AR-V7-over-

expressing cells (Figure S4O). Consistently, AR-V7 depletion

induced a greater decrease in colony formation in 22Rv1-DR

cells than in parental cells (Figure S4P) and re-sensitized DR cells

to docetaxel (Figure S4Q). These results are in line with previous

clinical studies72,80,81 showing that AR-V7 expression at baseline

is primarily linked to resistance to anti-androgen therapy, but

also confers worse clinical outcomes in taxane-treated CRPC

patients.

Finally, we assessed the clinical significance of the AR-V7/

MASTL axis in metastatic PCa patients (SU2C)6 and found that
ASTL dependency to tolerate deleterious CIN
ontrol or MASTL siRNAs.

fter siRNA.

ontrol or MASTL CRISPR-Cas9-mediated knockout.

ter CRISPR-Cas9.

ss WT or KD (G44S, KD) FLAP-MASTL siRNA resistant (siR) compared with EV

s with lagging chromosomes comparing parental and DR cells after control or

point lagging chromosomes. Minimum of 100 cells scored per condition. *p%

trol. Wilcoxon’s test. Scale bar, 5 mm.

utaneous xenografts expressing control (n = 20) or two doxycycline-induced

xenograft models as in (H) after 4 days of doxycycline. Unless indicated, data

5, determined by Student’s t test. See also Figure S3 and Video S1.
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taxane-treated tumors display the highest AR-V7 expression

(Figure 4L) and a positive correlation with MASTL mRNA expres-

sion that is non-existent with AR-FL (Figures 4M and S4R). This

was confirmed at the protein level by IHC analysis of metastatic

heavily treated PCa tissue samples (Figure 4N). Overall, our data

indicate that AR-V7 expression plays a key role in the transcrip-

tional upregulation of MASTL in high CIN therapy-refractorymet-

astatic PCa and provides mechanistic insights on how AR-V7

may modulate taxane therapy response.

E2F7 transcriptionally regulates MASTL by direct
promoter binding and through an AR-V7-dependent
circuitry in therapy-resistant lethal PCa cells
Since MASTL is also upregulated in therapy-resistant cells that

do not express AR-V7, we sought to determine additional mech-

anisms of transcriptional regulation. Our bioinformatic analysis

had identified several E2F family members correlating with

high FGA/CIN in PCa patient datasets, with E2F7 being the

one with the strongest positive correlation (Figures 4B, S4B

and Tables S5A and S5B). E2F7 has been shown to increase dur-

ing PCa disease progression and to correlate with poor patient

outcomes,75 but its biological role remains unexplored. In addi-

tion, we identified an E2F7 binding motif 959 bp upstream of

theMASTL TSS (Figure 5A), which prompted us to further inves-

tigate its function and potential role in MASTL transcriptional

regulation in PCa. Like MASTL, E2F7 levels increase in metasta-

tic PCa cells, being highest in DRmodels (Figures S5A and S5B),

which also displayed lower colony formation after its depletion

than parental cells (Figure S5C). Moreover, E2F7 knockdown

(Figure S5D) reduced MASTL mRNA and protein levels in DR

cells (Figures 5B and 5C) and in other AR-V7 negative cells

(C4-2 and LNCaP) (Figure S5E). Subsequent ChIP-qPCR anal-

ysis confirmed E2F7 binding to the predicted element in the

MASTL promoter, with greater enrichment in DR cells

(Figures 5D, S5F and S5G). Functionally, E2F7 depletion induced

chromosome segregation errors that were partially rescued by

MASTL overexpression (Figure 5E), thus confirming a relevant

role of the E2F7/MASTL axis in PCa cells chromosomal stability

regulation. Of note, E2F1 and E2F8 also correlated with FGA/CIN

in PCa patients (Figures 4B and S4B); however, their depletion
Figure 4. AR-V7 transcriptionally regulates MASTL in lethal PCa

(A) Workflow of bioinformatic analysis of TFs enriched in high FGA/CIN PCa patien

binding motifs.

(B) TFs/FGA correlation volcano plot of publicly available patient datasets.2,6,63 N

(C) Transcriptomic heatmaps of mitotic kinases in control or ARVs depleted cells

(D) MASTL gene promoter diagram indicating ARVs-PBS binding motif location.

(E) MASTL mRNA levels after 48 h of control, AR-FL, or AR-V7 siRNA in parenta

(F) Immunoblots of cells from (E) 72 h after siRNA. FL = full length; Vs = variants.

(G) AR-V7 ChIP-sequencing profile at the MASTL locus in 22Rv1-DR cells.

(H) AR-V7 ChIP-qPCR occupancy at the MASTL promoter in 22Rv1-DR cells. Fl

(I) AR-V7 ChIP-qPCR occupancy at MASTL promoter comparing parental and D

(J) MASTL and AR-V7 immunoblots comparing parental and DR cells.

(K) (Left) MASTL and AR-V7 immunoblots in control (EV) and overexpressing AR

ENSA immunoblots in same cells in mitosis. (Right) Colony formation quantificat

(L) AR-V7 mRNA levels in taxane-treated and naive metastatic PCa patient samp

(M) AR-V7 and MASTL gene expression correlation (Pearson/Spearman) in the S

(N) Representative IHC images and association between AR-V7 and MASTL prot

by Fisher exact (c2 test) test. Unless indicated, data represent the mean ± standar

test. See also Figure S4 and Tables S5A and S5B.
did not impact MASTL levels (Figures S5H–S5M), further con-

firming E2F7 as the main E2F regulating MASTL in PCa cells.

The clinical relevance of these findings was confirmed in mul-

tiple publicly available PCa patient datasets1,6,63 in which E2F7/

MASTL mRNA expression positively correlate (Figure 5F) and

E2F7 shows increase expression in taxane-treated metastatic

tumors (Figure 5G). These results were validated at the protein

level by IHC in a cohort of PCa tissue samples (Figure 5H).

Because our data suggest that both AR-V7 and E2F7 can

transcriptionally regulate MASTL in therapy-resistant PCa cells,

we then investigated potential co-dependencies between both

TFs. Analysis of the expression of each TF under knockdown

conditions in 22Rv1-DR cells showed that AR-V7 regulates

E2F7 expression (Figures S5N and S5O), while AR-V7 levels

remain unchanged after E2F7 depletion (Figures S5P and

S5Q). Conversely, the overexpression of AR-V7 in C4-2 cells

upregulates both MASTL and E2F7 (Figure S5R), results that

are in line with a previous report showing AR-V7 transcriptional

regulation of E2F7.75 These results indicate that AR-V7 can

directly regulate MASTL gene expression by binding to its pro-

moter and indirectly by transcriptionally upregulating E2F7 in

PCa cells. Accordingly, the co-depletion of both TFs in 22Rv1-

DR cells induced the greatest decrease in MASTL when

compared with single TF knockdowns (Figure 5I), and the stron-

gest decrease in colony formation in docetaxel-treated and

untreated cells (Figure 5J). Collectively, our data suggest that

elevated expression of atypical TFs like AR-V7 and E2F7 help

to counteract deleterious CIN in therapy-refractory PCa.

Targeting MASTL induces deleterious CIN selectively in
therapy refractory PCa cells
Our findings thatMASTL upregulationpromotes survival to delete-

rious CIN gave a rationale to exploit this vulnerability for potential

therapeutic opportunities. To this end, we determined the efficacy

of GKI-1, a first-generation small molecule MASTL inhibitor52 not

tested previously in PCa. GKI-1 treatment decreased the phos-

phorylation of MASTL targets ENSA and ARPP19, demonstrating

efficient MASTL kinase inhibition in parental and DR cells

(Figures 6A and S6A). Remarkably, MASTL inhibition decreased

colony formation more efficiently in 22Rv1-DR and DU145-DR
ts’ tumors from publicly available datasets andMASTL promoter analysis of TF

C, not correlated. p % 0.05 determined by Fisher z-transform.

from two studies.75,76 Red = high, blue = low.

l and DR cells.

Vertical white lines separate non-adjacent lanes in the original blot.

anking control region (neg region). Data relative to IgG control.

R cells.

-V7 asynchronous C4-2 cells (asynch.). (Middle) MASTL, total and phospho-

ion of cells exposed to increasing concentrations of docetaxel for 72 h.

les from the SU2C dataset.6 p value determined by Wilcoxon’s test.

U2C dataset.6

ein expression in metastatic CRPC tissue samples (n = 20). p value determined

d deviation of at least three experiments. *p% 0.05, determined by Student’s t
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Figure 5. E2F7 restrains deleterious CIN by transcriptionally regulating MASTL in lethal PCa cells

(A) MASTL gene promoter diagram indicating the E2F7 binding motif location.

(B) MASTL mRNA levels after 48 h of control or E2F7 siRNA in parental and DR cells.

(C) Immunoblots of cells from (B), 72 h after siRNA.

(D) E2F7 ChIP-qPCR occupancy at the MASTL promoter in parental and DR cells. Flanking control region (neg). Data relative to IgG control.

(E) Quantification of percentage of anaphases with lagging chromosomes (live imaging) after control, E2F7 siRNAs alone or with MASTL overexpression in DR

cells. A minimum of 100 cells/experiment scored. *p % 0.05, comparing control and E2F7 siRNA. **p % 0.05, comparing E2F7 siRNA with ot without MASTL

overexpression.

(legend continued on next page)
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cells than in syngenic parental cells (Figures 6B and S6B) andwas

associated with increased cell death (cleaved PARP) (Figure 6C).

The lack of efficacy of GKI-1 in low MASTL-expressing cells was

recapitulated in the LNCaP taxane-sensitive metastatic cell line

model (Figure S6C). No further decrease in colony formation was

seen after GKI-1 treatment of MASTL-depleted cells, suggesting

the observed phenotypes were mainly due to MASTL inhibition

and ruling out strong off target effects in our models (Figure S6D).

Next, histone H2B-mCherry-expressing parental and DR cells

treated with GKI-1 were subjected to live imaging to analyze ef-

fects on chromosome segregation. Notably, GKI-1 dramatically

increased the number of anaphases with lagging chromosomes

specifically in DR cells (Figure 6D), induced faster mitotic exit,

and led to increases in other mitotic errors (micronuclei, multinu-

cleated cells and multipolar spindles) (Figures S6E and S6F), all

of them reminiscent of MASTL loss of function.

Since our data indicate that MASTL upregulation in metastatic

therapy-refractory PCa cells confers sensitivity toMASTL target-

ing, we tested whether its overexpression in parental cells may

render themmore sensitive toMASTL inhibition. Indeed, induced

MASTL upregulation in parental cells (Figure S6G) rendered

them sensitive to GKI-1, as indicated by decreased colony for-

mation and induced apoptosis (Figures 6E and 6F), mimicking

the MASTL dependency of DR cells. In contrast, MASTL KD

overexpression did not induce the same effects (Figures S6H–

S6J), further confirming that increased MASTL activity confers

sensitivity to GKI-1.

We next sought to determine whether MASTL inhibition could

sensitize DR cells to standard therapy. Indeed, the combination

of GKI-1 with docetaxel showed greater efficacy than each treat-

ment alone in DR cells (Figure 6G). Of note, culturing metastatic

hormone-sensitive PCa cells (VCaP) in androgen deprivation

conditions (ADT), with charcoal-stripped media, induced a

concomitant upregulation of AR-V7, E2F7, and MASTL and

increased GKI-1 sensitivity (Figure 6H). Our results indicate

that AR-V7/E2F7/MASTL upregulation is a common mechanism

in castration and/or chemoresistant PCa cells, rendering them

more sensitive to MASTL inhibition.

GKI-1 treatment increases survival of lethal PCa pre-
clinical models bearing MASTL-addicted therapy-
refractory tumors
We then sought to validate our results in vivo using cell line and

patient-derived xenograft pre-clinical models. GKI-1 treatment

in mice bearing subcutaneous parental and chemoresistant

luciferase-tagged xenografts showed that DR tumors, which

have greater MASTL expression (Figure S7A), had a significantly

lower tumor photon flux and tumor weight after GKI-1 treatment

(5 days/week for 28 days) than tumors derived from parental
(F) E2F7 and MASTL gene expression correlation (Pearson/Spearman) in publicl

(G) E2F7 mRNA levels in taxane-treated and naive metastatic PCa patient samp

(H) Representative IHC images and association between E2F7 andMASTL protein

Fisher exact (c2 test) test.

(I) MASTL, AR-V7, and E2F7 immunoblots in 22Rv1-DR cells 72 h after single or

(J) Colony formation quantifications in cells from (I) exposed 72 h to DMSO or do

combined AR-V7 + E2F7with single siRNA. Unless indicated, data represent the m

Student’s t test. See also Figure S5.
cells (Figures 7A and S7B) without inducing general toxicity (Fig-

ure S7C). Remarkably, IHC analysis of treated tumors showed

that GKI-1 efficacywas paralleled by an increase in chromosome

segregation errors (Figure S7D) and higher apoptosis (cleaved

Caspase 3 expression) (Figure 7B) in DR models. Moreover,

when testing the efficacy of combining GKI-1 with standard

therapy, we observed that mice bearing CRPC-DR xenografts

treated with both GKI-1 and docetaxel displayed lower tumor

weights when compared with vehicle and each treatment alone

(Figure 7C). Similar results were observed when administering

GKI-1 to castrated mice bearing hormone-sensitive VCaP xeno-

grafts (Figure 7D). Finally, we further validated these results in a

cohort of four PCa patient-derived xenograft (PDX) models

generated from circulating tumor cells of metastatic PCa pa-

tients55,82 that had been previously treated with anti-androgen

and/or taxane therapy (Figure S7E) and that express distinct

levels of MASTL, AR-V7, and E2F7 (Figure 7E). Like observed

with cell line xenografts, PDXs with elevated MASTL expression

displayed higher GKI-1 sensitivity. High-MASTL models (PDX#2

and #4) had smaller tumor volumes (Figure 7F), higher count of

lagging chromosomes (Figure 7G), increased cleaved PARP

expression (Figure S7F), and higher overall mice survival than

low-MASTL models (PDX#1 and #3) (Figure 7H). Remarkably,

survival was significantly increased in mice bearing high-MASTL

PDX models treated with the GKI-1 plus docetaxel combination

(Figure 7I). Interestingly, a similar result was observed in a high-

MASTL PDX model that partially responds to ADT (PDX#4), as

the combination with GKI-1 significantly improved survival (Fig-

ure 7J). Overall, these studies suggest that targeting MASTL

may translate into a valuable therapeutic strategy for high CIN

metastatic therapy-refractory PCa.

DISCUSSION

Genomicabnormalities inducedbyCINarepervasive events in can-

cers thatcorrelatewithadvanceddiseasestagesandhigheraggres-

siveness by driving tumor evolution, metastases, and drug resis-

tance.27–34,38 In PCa, in which genome aberrations increase as a

function of disease progression,1,2,6,14–16,83 CIN and derived chro-

mosomal errors have been associated with lethal disease,19,46,47

but the mechanistic causes and consequences of CIN remain to

be investigated. In this framework, here we uncovered that CIN is

highest in castration chemotherapy-resistant metastatic PCa. The

fact that therapy-refractory tumors continue growing despite the

known CIN detrimental consequences for cells25,4,39–42

suggests that PCa may develop adaptation mechanisms that

remain to be identified. To date, exploiting genomic instability as

a therapeutic strategy in advanced PCa has mainly focused on

targeting DNA repair defects.84–89 In contrast, CIN-targeting
y available PCa patient datasets.1,6,63

les from the SU2C dataset.6 p value determined by Wilcoxon’s test.

expression in metastatic CRPC tissue samples (n = 20). p value determined by

combined depletion of AR-V7 and E2F7.

cetaxel (75 nM). *p% 0.05, compared with control. **p % 0.05, compared with

ean ± standard deviation of at least three experiments. p values determined by
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Figure 6. MASTL pharmacological inhibition selectively induces deleterious CIN in therapy-resistant PCa cells

(A) MASTL, total, and phospho-ENSA/ARPP19 immunoblots of mitotic parental and DR cells treated with 10 mM GKI-1 for 2 or 4 h.

(B) Colony formation and quantifications of DR/parental cells treated 72 h with control (DMSO) or 5 mM GKI-1.

(C) Immunoblots of cleaved PARP in cells from (B).

(D) Quantification of percentage of anaphaseswith lagging chromosomes (live imaging) in cells treatedwith 10 mMGKI-1.Minimum of 100 cells scored. *p% 0.05,

compares GKI-1-treated cells. **p % 0.05, compares controls. p values determined by Wilcoxon’s test.

(E) Colony formation and quantifications of parental cells expressing (EV) or MASTL overexpression treated with vehicle (DMSO) or 5 mM GKI-1 for 72 h.

(F) Immunoblots of cleaved PARP in cells from (E).

(G) Colony formation and quantifications of DR cells treated with DMSO, docetaxel (75 nM 22Rv1-DR or 250 nM DU145-DR), 5 mM GKI-1, or a combination.

(H) AR-V7, E2F7, and MASTL immunoblots in VCaP cells naive or grown 2 weeks in charcoal-stripped media (ADT). Right, population doubling of cells expose to

vehicle (DMSO), 5 mM GKI-1, ADT, or a combination. Unless indicated, data represent the mean ± standard deviation of at least three experiments. *p % 0.05,

determined by Student’s t test. See also Figure S6.
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Figure 7. Targeting MASTL-dependent CIN tolerance in vivo increases survival of lethal PCa pre-clinical models

(A) Representative images and quantification of tumor photon flux bioluminescence of parental and DR luciferase-expressing xenografts in mice treated 28 days

with vehicle (n = 10) or GKI-1 (n = 10).

(B) Cleaved caspase-3 IHC and quantification in xenografts of mice treated as in (A) for 4 days (n = 12 each group).

(C) Representative images and tumor weight quantification of DR subcutaneous xenografts of mice treated 28 days with vehicle, GKI-1, docetaxel or combi-

nations. Twenty tumors per treatment condition were analyzed. *p % 0.05; **p % 0.05 in GKI-1 vs. GKI + Doc.

(legend continued on next page)
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strategies are unexplored in PCa because the molecular underpin-

nings and consequences of CIN remain poorly understood. Of

note, recent studies have shown that cells harboring aneuploidy or

whole-genome doubling can be specifically targeted.90,91 It is

feasible to assume, then, that unveiling mechanisms underlying

CIN tolerance in advancedPCacan turn amajor force behind tumor

progression into a source of tumor vulnerability that could be ex-

ploited therapeutically.

Here, we elucidatedmolecular and cellular processes allowing

metastatic therapy-resistant PCa to tolerate and survive highCIN

levels. Our findings indicate thatmetastatic tumors that had been

treated with anti-androgen and chemotherapy (taxane) display

increased FGA/CIN and mitotic fidelity kinase gene expression.

Phosphoproteomic and functional analysis pinpointed a key

role of MASTL as a top upregulated actionable kinase to which

chemoresistant PCa cells becomeselectively addicted to survive

bypreventing the buildupof an extremely high burdenof chromo-

somal aberrations. MASTL has an established role in regulating

cell cycle and mitosis,48,49,51 has been associated with cancer,

and is proposed as a potential therapeutic target,62,92–96 but

the mechanisms underlying its deregulation and function in

PCa remain unknown. Our data indicate that the selective sensi-

tivity observed in MASTL-depleted or inhibited therapy-resistant

PCa is due to elevation of CIN above a tolerable survival

threshold. We uncovered that this is a functional dependency

that transcriptionally can be driven by AR-V7, supporting previ-

ous reports proposing ARVs separate roles from full-length AR

in modulating genome integrity genes.68,75,76,97–101 Despite the

recognized clinical relevance of AR-V7 in promoting resistance

to anti-androgen therapy in metastatic PCa,65–72,80 its biological

functions have remained more elusive. In this context, our study

uncovers a previously unknown function for AR-V7 in restraining

deleterious CIN in therapy-resistant lethal PCa. From a clinical

perspective, our data agree with previous studies showing that

AR-V7-positive tumors correlate with poor patient response to

anti-androgen therapy, but also with worse response to taxane

therapy.72,80,81 Thus, our work provides insight into an AR-V7-

regulated mechanism promoting tumor survival to distinct stan-

dard therapies. Our findings also suggest that transcriptionally

regulated CIN adaptation in PCa cells can be orchestrated by

other TFs such asE2F7,which can also bind and regulateMASTL

irrespective of AR-V7 expression. This confirms previous studies

suggesting that atypical E2Fs can promote cancer aggressive-

ness in a context-dependent manner,102–104 further supporting

the proposed relevant role of E2Fs in regulating chromosomal

stability in cancer105–107 and opens the door to future studies to

dissect transcriptional programs regulated by distinct atypical

E2Fs. In addition to the role of AR-V7 and E2F7 alone, our data
(D) Representative images of VCaP subcutaneous xenografts of mice treated with

per treatment condition were analyzed.

(E) MASTL, AR, AR-V7, and E2F7 immunoblots in lethal PCa PDX models.

(F) Tumor weights from PDX models in mice treated 28 days with vehicle or GKI

(G) Percentage of anaphases with lagging chromosomes in PDX xenografts from

(H) Kaplan-Meier survival curves of mice intracardially injected with MASTL low

(I) Kaplan-Meier survival curves of MASTL low or high PDX cells intracardially inj

(J) Kaplan-Meier survival curves of mice intracardially injected with MASTL high P

DMSO. GKI-1: 100 mg/kg/day i.p. Docetaxel: 10 mg/kg/weekly i.p. Unless indica

(H–J) Ten mice for each treatment group analyzed. *p % 0.05, log-rank test at th
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indicate that they can cooperate to ensure CIN tolerance as

part of a transcriptional circuitry in which AR-V7 can also tran-

scriptionally upregulate E2F7. Altogether, our results support

the far-reaching hypothesis that the expression of unconven-

tional TFs confers a survival advantage to lethal PCa tumors

accumulating CIN.

Finally, here we provide experimental proof of concept that

the pharmacological inhibition of MASTL, as a strategy to induce

tumor lethal CIN, increases the survival of mice bearing therapy-

resistant high MASTL prostate tumors. Although we demon-

strate MASTL on-target effects of GKI-1 in inducing deleterious

CIN in cells, the future development of more potent and selective

compounds is warranted to improve the therapeutic index of this

treatment strategy. Still, our data indicate that the AR-V7/E2F7/

MASTL axis may be a common molecular mechanism arising

after exposure to different types of therapy and that combination

of MASTL inhibition with standard therapy (ADT or docetaxel)

significantly improves survival of patient-derived pre-clinical

PCa models.

In summary, this study identified a mechanism of high CIN

adaptation in metastatic therapy-resistant PCa. This functional

dependency, mediated through AR-V7/E2F7 transcriptional

rewiring and the upregulation of MASTL to avoid extreme CIN

levels in metastatic cells, ensures tumor survival and progres-

sion. By targeting this vulnerability, we propose that CIN can

be exploited as a therapeutic strategy for lethal PCa.

Limitations of the study
The methods used do not discern between structural and nu-

merical CIN. Future studies should define causes and adaptation

mechanisms of different CIN types in PCa considering diverse

disease contexts, tumor genetic backgrounds, the status of

genome integrity checkpoints, and mitotic error correction path-

ways in cell models and tumor samples. It is feasible that multiple

mechanisms of CIN tolerance could cooperate, with MASTL

upregulation being one of them. In addition, the specific down-

stream targets, and molecular mechanisms by which MASTL

regulates chromosomal stability, remain to be elucidated to

further understand implications in cancer.
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STAR+METHODS
KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

Mouse anti-MASTL (4F9) (WB) Millipore Cat# MABT372

Rabbit anti-MASTL (IHC) Abcam Cat# ab86387; RRID:AB1925198

Rabbit anti-phospho-ENSA

(Ser67)/ARPP19 (Ser62)

Cell Signaling Cat# 5240; RRID:AB11220425

Rabbit polyclonal anti-ENSA Cell Signaling Cat# 8770; RRID:AB11217626

Rabbit anti-phospho-Histone H3 (S10) Cell Signaling Cat# 9701; RRID:AB331535

CREST auto-immune antibodies (human) Immunovision Cat# HCT-0100; RRID:AB2744669

Mouse anti-tubulin (DM1a) FITC conjugated (IF) Sigma-Aldrich Cat# T9026; RRID:AB477593

Rabbit anti-cleaved PARP (Asp214) (D64E10) Cell Signaling Cat# 5625; RRID:AB10699459

Rabbit anti total PARP (46D11) Cell Signaling Cat# 9532; RRID:AB659884

Rabbit anti-cleaved caspase-3 Cell Signaling Cat# 9661; RRID:AB2341188

Rabbit anti-Androgen Receptor (AR) (WB) Abcam Cat# ab133273; RRID:AB11156085

Rabbit anti-Androgen Receptor (AR) (N-20) (ChIP) Santa Cruz Cat# sc-816; RRID:AB1563391

Rabbit anti-Androgen Receptor, AR-V7 specific (WB) Abcam Cat# ab198394, RRID:AB2861275

Mouse anti-AR-V7 specific (ChIP) Precision Cat# AG10008; RRID:AB2631057

Rabbit anti-Androgen Receptor,

AR-V7 specific Clone RM7 (IHC)

RevMAb Biosciences Cat# 31-1109-00; RRID:AB2716436

Rabbit anti-E2F7 (ChIP) Abcam Cat# ab56022; RRID:AB880024

Rabbit anti-E2F7 (ChIP) Abcam Cat# ab245655

Rabbit anti-E2F7 (WB, IHC) ThermoFisher Cat# PA5-68911; RRID:AB2688627

Rabbit anti-E2F8 (WB) Bethyl Cat# A303-039A; RRID:AB2615478

Rabbit monoclonal anti-E2F1 (WB) Abcam Cat# ab179445

Mouse monoclonal anti-Tubulin a (DM1A) Millipore Cat# CP06; RRID:AB2617116

Mouse anti-b-Actin Sigma Cat# A5441; RRID:AB476744

Rabbit anti-GAPDH antibody [EPR16891] Abcam Cat# ab181602; RRID:AB2630358

Anti-mouse Ig, Horseradish Peroxidase Cytiva Cat# NA931; RRID:AB772210

Anti-Rabbit Ig, Horseradish Peroxidase Cytiva Cat# NA934; RRID:AB772206

Alexa Fluor� 488 AffiniPure

Donkey anti-Mouse IgG (H + L)

Jackson ImmunoResearch Cat# 715-545-150; RRID:AB2340846

Alexa Fluor� 647 AffiniPure

Donkey anti-Human IgG (H + L)

Jackson ImmunoResearch Cat# 709-605-149; RRID:AB2340578

Rhodamine (TRITC) AffiniPure

Donkey anti-Rabbit IgG (H + L)

Jackson ImmunoResearch Cat# 711-025-152; RRID:AB2340588

Normal Rabbit IgG antibody Cell Signaling Cat# 2729; RRID:AB1031062

Normal Mouse IgG antibody Jackson ImmunoResearch Cat# 015-000-002; RRID:AB2337187

Bacterial and virus strains

NEB 5-alpha competent E. Coli New England Biolabs Cat# C2987H

One ShotTM Stbl3TM Chemically

Competent E. coli

ThermoFisher Cat# C737303

Biological samples

Prostate cancer paraffin

embedded tumor samples

Mount Sinai Medical

Center and CHTN

N/A (see STAR Methods

section for details)

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

Docetaxel Selleck Chemicals Cat# S1148

Nocodazole Selleck Chemicals Cat# S2775

MG132 Cayman Chemical Cat# 13697

(Continued on next page)
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

GKI-1 MedChemExpress Cat# HY-100521

Geneticin (G418 sulfate) Gibco Cat# 10131027

Doxycycline hyclate MilliporeSigma Cat# 324385

Blasticidin S HCl Gibco Cat# A1113903

Puromycin Dihydrochloride Gibco Cat# A1113803

Monastrol Selleck Chemical LLC Cat# 329689-23-8

ProLongTM Gold Antifade Mountant with DAPI Life Technologies Cat# P36931

Crystal violet Acros organics Cat# 229641000

Agar Fisher Cat# BP160

Fetal Bovine Serum, charcoal stripped Gibco Cat# 12-676-029

Matrigel Corning Cat# 354230

DynabeadsTM Protein G Invitrogen Cat# 10004D

DynabeadsTM Protein A Invitrogen Cat# 10002D

XeneLight D-Luciferin Potassium Salt PerkinElmer Cat# 122799

Critical commercial assays

RNeasy Mini kit Qiagen Cat# 74106

Super-Script III First-Strand Synthesis Super-Mix Kit Thermo Scientific Cat# 18080400

PowerUp SYBR Green Master Mix Applied Biosystems Cat# A25742

Lipofectamine 3000 Transfection Reagent Invitrogen Cat# L3000015

LipofectamineTM RNAiMAX Transfection Reagent Invitrogen Cat# 13778150

Dual-Glo� Luciferase Assay System Promega Cat# E2920

TruSeq RNA Sample Prep Kit ver.2 Illumina Cat# IP-202-1012

Gateway LR Clonase II enzyme mix ThermoFisher Cat# 11791020

Gateway BP Clonase II enzyme mix ThermoFisher Cat# 11789100

Deposited data

Phosphoproteomics data This paper ProteomeXchange: PXD028271

ChIP-sequencing data This paper GEO: GSE214332

Transcriptome of prostate cancer patient samples Grasso et al.1 GEO: GSE35988

Transcriptome of prostate cancer patient samples Taylor et al.2 GEO: GSE21032

Transcriptome of prostate cancer patient samples Lapointe et al.3 GEO: GSE6469

Transcriptome profiling of siARVs in 22Rv1 cells He et al.75 GEO: GSE80741

Transcriptome profiling of ARVs in CWR22Rv1 cells Kounatidou et al.76 GEO: GSE126306

Transcriptome of prostate cancer patient samples Abida et al.6 https://github.com/cBioPortal/

datahub/tree/master/public/

prad_su2c_2019;

dbGap: phs000915.v1.p1.

Experimental models: Cell lines

DU145 ATCC Cat# HTB-81

22Rv1 ATCC Cat# CRL-2505

VCaP ATCC Cat# CRL-2876

LNCaP ATCC Cat# CRL-1740

C4-2 ATCC Cat# CRL-3314

HEK293 ATCC Cat# CRL-1573

RWPE-1 ATCC Cat# CRL-11609

E006AA Millipore Cat# SCC102

GP2-293 Clontech Cat# 631458

DU145-DR Rodriguez-Bravo et al.56,57 N/A

22Rv1-DR Rodriguez-Bravo et al.56,57 N/A

VCaP-DR This study N/A

(Continued on next page)
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Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

DU145 histone H2B-mCherry This study N/A

DU145-DR histone H2B-mCherry This study N/A

22Rv1 histone H2B-mCherry This study N/A

22Rv1-DR histone H2B-mCherry This study N/A

VCaP histone H2B-mCherry This study N/A

VCaP-DR histone H2B-mCherry This study N/A

22Rv1 Dox inducible FLAP empty

vector (pInducer20 EV)

This study N/A

22Rv1 Dox inducible FLAP-MASTL siResistant

(pInducer20-FLAP-MASTL siR))

This study N/A

DU145 Dox inducible FLAP empty

vector (pInducer20 EV)

This study N/A

DU145 Dox inducible FLAP-MASTL

siResistant (pInducer20-FLAP-MASTL siR)

This study N/A

22Rv1-DR Dox inducible FLAP empty

vector (pInducer20 EV)

This study N/A

22Rv1-DR Dox inducible FLAP-MASTL

siResistant (pInducer20-FLAP-MASTL-siR)

This study N/A

22Rv1 FLAP empty vector (pQCXIN-FLAP EV) This study N/A

22Rv1 FLAP-MASTL siResistant

(pQCXIN-FLAP-MASTL siR)

This study N/A

DU145 FLAP empty vector

(pQCXIN-FLAP EV)

This study N/A

DU145 FLAP-MASTL siResistant

(pQCXIN-FLAP-MASTL siR)

This study N/A

PDX#1 Vidal et al.55,82 N/A

PDX#2 Vidal et al.55,82 N/A

PDX#3 This study N/A

PDX#4 This study N/A

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

NOD.Cg-Prkdcscid IL2rgtm1Wjl (NSG) mice Jackson mice Cat# 005557

Oligonucleotides

See Table S6 N/A

Recombinant DNA

lentiCRISPR v2 Addgene Cat# 52961

lentiCRISPR v2 - sghMASTL Álvarez-Fernández et al.62 N/A

rtTA3-IRES-EcoR-Puro (RIEP2) Rodriguez-Bravo et al.56 N/A

TRIN-E vector Rodriguez-Bravo et al.56 N/A

pDONR221 ThermoFisher Cat# 12536017

pInducer20 Stephen Elledge Addgene 44,012

pInducer20-FLAP-(3xFlag-GFP)-

MASTL siRNA resistant

This paper N/A

pInducer20-FLAP-(3xFlag-GFP)

empty vector

This paper N/A

pQCXIN Clontech Cat# 631514

pQCXIN-FLAP-DEST-MASTL WT

siRNA resistant

This paper N/A

pQCXIN-FLAP-DEST-MASTL KD,

G44S siRNA resistant

This paper N/A

pQCXIN-FLAP-DEST empty vector Rodriguez-Bravo et al.24,56 N/A

pQCXIB-H2B-mCherry Rodriguez-Bravo et al.24,56 N/A

(Continued on next page)
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Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

pGL4.10 (luc2) reporter vector Promega Cat# E6651

pGL4.10 MASTL promoter wt This paper N/A

pGL4.10 MASTL promoter AR-V7 mutant This paper N/A

pRL-Renilla Luciferase Control Reporter Vector Promega Cat# E2231

pcDNA 3.1-AR-WT (AR-FL) Hu et al.68 N/A

pcDNA 3.1-AR-V7 Hu et al.68 N/A

pVSV-G Clontech Cat# PT3343-5

psPAX2 Didier Trono Addgene Cat#12260

Software and algorithms

GraphPad GraphPad N/A

Fiji NIH https://imagej.nih.gov

Snapgene https://www.snapgene.com/

SoftWoRx GE Healthcare/Cytiva N/A

MaxQuant Cox et al.108 https://www.maxquant.org

g:Profiler Reimand et al.59 https://biit.cs.ut.ee/gprofiler/gost

edgeR Robinson et al.109 https://bioconductor.org/packages/

release/bioc/html/edgeR.html

gsva Hänzelmann et al.110 https://bioconductor.org/packages/

release/bioc/html/GSVA.html

Living Image software v.4.2 PerkinElmer http://www.perkinelmer.com
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Veronica Rodriguez-

Bravo (RodriguezBravo.Veronica@mayo.edu).

Materials availability
Uniquematerials and reagents generated in this study will bemade available upon request from the Lead contact and followingMayo

Clinic reagent sharing policy.

Data and code availability
Data: mass spectrometric data are publicly available as of the date of publication via ProteomeXchange with identifier

PXD028271. AR-V7ChIP-Seq data generated by this study has been deposited in theGene Expression Omnibus (GEO) with num-

ber GSE214332 and will be publicly available as of the date of publication. All other publicly available prostate cancer patient data

used in this study were obtained from NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus databases GSE35988 (Grasso),1 GSE21032 (Taylor)2 and

GSE6469 (Lapointe).3 The CIN25 and CIN70 gene signatures were obtained from literature (Birkbak; Carter).4,5 Transcriptomic

data of AR variant-depleted (siRNA or CRISPR) prostate cancer cells were obtained from GEO datasets GSE80741 and

GSE126306. RNA-seq data, including AR-V7 isoform was obtained from US2C/PCF Dream Team6 and TCGA PRAD datasets us-

ing the cBioPortal Cancer Genomics portal. FGA scores are available on cBioPortal (https://www.cbioportal.org/) and can be

downloaded in.txt file format. Bioinformatic analysis was performed using R version 4.0.3 (2020-10-10) and packages for R/Bio-

conductor detailed in the Reporting Summary accompanying this publication.

2. Code: no new code was created for analysis. Source data are provided with this paper. All software tools used in this study are

listed in the STAR Methods description.

3. General Statement: any additional information required to re-analysis the data reported in this work paper is available from the

lead contact upon request.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Cell lines and prostate cancer xenografts models
Prostate cancer cells 22Rv1, DU145, VCaP, LNCaP, C4-2, and HEK293 cells were obtained and authenticated (SRT, Short Tandem

Repeat) from ATCC. E006AA primary prostate cancer cells were obtained, SRT authenticated, from Millipore. GP2-293 cells were a
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gift from the Lujambio lab. Castration- and chemotherapy-resistant PCa cells (DU145-DR, 22Rv1-DR and VCaP-DR) were generated

as previously described.54,56,57 Briefly, Docetaxel-Resistant cells, were generated by culturing cells with vehicle (DMSO) or docetaxel

in a dose-escalation manner using 72 h exposures. After several passages docetaxel resistant phenotype of the pooled populations

was confirmed by colony formation assays and q-PCR of selected genes. PCa cells were maintained in RPMI media (Gibco) (22Rv1,

DU145, LNCaP, C4-2), DMEM (ATCC) (VCaP) and DMEM (Gibco) (HEK293 andGP2-293), supplemented with 10%FBS (Gemini) and

1% penicillin/streptomycin (Gibco). To assess cell growth of cells under steroid-depleted conditions, cells were cultured with phenol

red-free media supplemented with 10% charcoal dextran-treated FBS (Gibco). All cells were grown at 37�C in a humidified atmo-

sphere with 5% CO2. Advanced aggressive PCa xenograft models (PDX#1, PDX#2, PDX#3 and PDX#4) generated from circulating

tumor cells from PCa patients as described previously55,56,82 were used to test the in vivo activity of GKI-1 alone and in combination

with standard-of-care therapy.

Human prostate cancer tissue samples
De-identified human formalin fixed paraffin embedded primary (n = 25) and advanced metastatic PCa tissue samples (n = 20) treated

(n = 10) or not (n = 10) with taxane therapy were collected from the Mount Sinai GU Biorepository (IRB#11–01565) under Institutional

Review Board approved protocol and provided by the NCI Cooperative Human Tissue Network (CHTN) as they became available (no

sample size estimation was possible). All tissue sections were reviewed by a pathologist to confirm PCa origin. Informed consent

from participants was obtained in both cases. No information was provided about health/immune status, previous procedures, or

allocation of experimental groups.

Animal experimental models, husbandry and surgical castration
Mouse experiments were performed in accordance with NIH guidelines, approved and overseen by the Institutional Animal Care and

Use Committee (IACUC) at Mayo Clinic and Thomas Jefferson University. Animal housing and husbandry was performed in accor-

dance with institutional guidelines under the approved protocols. All experiments were performed with NOD.Cg-Prkdcscid IL2rgtm1Wjl

(NSG) mice (Jackson Laboratories) using castrated male animals unless otherwise specified. For intracardiac injections, 3–4 weeks

old mice were used. For the rest of the experiments 6–7 weeks old mice were used. For castration, anesthetized and surgically pre-

pared animals were placed in dorsal recumbency. Both testes were then pushed down into the scrotal sacs by pressuring the

abdomen. A 1cm incision was made in the scrotum to expose the tunica. The tunica was pierced, the testes were pushed out

one at a time and then raised to expose the underlying blood vessels. The vas deferens with the prominent blood vessels running

along them were located using a forceps and the testis were dissected away from the fat and removed. The vas deferens and ducts

were then replaced back into the tunica, and skin incisions were closed with stainless steel wound closures and removed after

10 days.

METHOD DETAILS

Focused loss-of-function genetic screen of clinically up-regulated cell division kinases
Two independent custom siRNAs against eleven clinically up-regulated mitotic kinases were obtained from Life Technologies

(Silencer Select siRNA) or from Dharmacon/Horizon. PCa cell parental line models and DR derivatives (DU145-DR, 22Rv1-DR and

VCaP-DR) were used. Efficacy of depletion for each kinase (mRNA decrease >80%) was evaluated by quantitative RT-PCR (see

STARMethods details below) assessed starting at 48h post-transfection. DU145/DR and 22Rv1/DR cells were electroporated using

the Neon Transfection System (Thermo Fisher) following the same manufacturer instructions. VCaP/DR cells were plated in 6-well

plates and transfected with specific siRNAs or mock transfected using Lipofectamine RNAIMAX (Life Technologies). Functional

evaluation to consider a gene a ‘‘hit’’ affecting therapy-resistant PCa cells (CRPC-DR) was reduced survival measured by colony

formation assays.

RNA extraction and quantitative RT-PCR
RNA was isolated using the RNeasy Mini kit (Qiagen) in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions. cDNA was synthesized from

equivalent concentrations of total RNA using the Super-Script III First-Strand Synthesis Super-Mix Kit (Invitrogen) in accordance with

manufacturer’s instructions and the SimpliAmp thermal cycler systems (Applied Biosystems). Amplification was performed using a

QuantStudio 3 Real-Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems). Cycle threshold values were determined and normalized to the loading

control for each experiment. Fold changes for experimental groups relative to respective controls were calculated usingMX Pro soft-

ware (Agilent Technologies).

Genetic editing by CRISPR/Cas9 system
Genome editing ofMASTLwas performed with the CRISPR/Cas9 system as reported previously.62 Briefly, sgRNAs targetingMASTL

were designed according to available algorithms (http://crispr.mit.edu/) and subcloned into lentiCRISPRv2 vector (Addgene 52,961)

following a rigorousmethod to exclude potential off-target effects of sgRNAMASTL. PCa cells were transduced with viral particles of

empty vector or sgRNA MASTL#2 (TCCTTCTTGCTTCCCGCGGTGGG). Cells were then processed for subsequent analyses.
e5 Cell Reports Medicine 4, 100937, February 21, 2023
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Inducible shRNAs
For inducible shRNA mediated knockdown of MASTL, two clones, shRNA#1 MASTL.1079 and shRNA#2 MASTL.1289 as well as a

non-targeting Renilla control were selected following the screen of a custom library. Predictions of shRNA were obtained using

‘‘sensor rules’’ to enrich for predictions harboring sequence features associated with effective shRNAmir processing and potent

knockdown.111 DU145-DR and 22Rv1-DR cells were infected with a lentivirus containing a reverse tetracycline-controlled trans-acti-

vator 3 (rtTA3)-IRES-EcoR-Puro (RIEP2) and selected with puromycin (2 mg/mL) to generate stable cells. Subsequently, cells were

infected with retroviruses containing a TRIN-E vector with the control or MASTL-targeting shRNAs and selected with neomycin

(0.5 mg/mL). MASTL depletion efficiency was evaluated by immunoblotting 72 h after the addition of doxycycline (1 mg/mL) to culture

media. RIEP2 and TRIN-E vectors were a generous gift from Dr. Amaia Lujambio (Mount Sinai School of Medicine, NY, USA).

Plasmids and viral transduction
FLAP (3xFlag-GFP)-MASTL cDNA carrying silent mutations tomake it MASTL resistant toMASTL siRNAs (siR) used in this study was

cloned into the entry vector pDONR221 (ThermoFisher) and moved into the doxycycline inducible lentiviral destination vector pIn-

ducer20 (gift from Stephen Elledge, Addgene plasmid #44012) via gateway cloning. The resulting constructs were co-transfected

with a vesicular stomatitis virus glycoprotein envelope expression (pVSV-G) and PAX2 (gift from Didier Trono, Addgene plasmid

#12260) plasmids into viral production cells GP2-293 cells (gift from Lujambio lab) following standard protocols previously

described.56 Infectious supernatants were filtered, diluted 1:1 with complete medium containing 20 mg/mL polybrene, and applied

to target cells for 24 h. Selection with neomycin (0.4 mg/mL) was initiated 48 h later and stable populations validated and used

for subsequent experiments. Similar steps were followed to clone FLAP-MASTL-siR into a pQCXIN-FLAP vector24 and to generate

viral particles to infect target cells. Finally, pQCXIB histone H2B-mCherry retroviral vector24 was co-transfected with pVSV-G into

GP2-293 cells and virus particles collected as above to infect target cells followed by selection with Blasticidin (10 mg/mL).

Colony formation assays
Clonogenic assays were performed by plating 103 cells in 6-well culture dishes after siRNA. For drug treatment analysis cells

were plated and after 24 h treated with vehicle controls or with indicated drugs for 72 h (docetaxel) or continued exposure

(GKI-1). After 10–14 days cell culture plates werewashedwith PBS, stainedwith a 2%crystal violet 10% formalin solution and formed

colonies counted macroscopically.

Population doubling assays
Proliferation capacity of PCa cells were performed by plating 104 cells in 35mm culture dishes and counting the number of cells at

indicated time points using an automated cell counter (Countess II Life Technologies).

Quantitative proteomics (SILAC) methods
Amino acid labeling in cell culture

Parental 22Rv1 and syngenic chemoresistant 22Rv1-DR cells were adapted to grow in SILAC RPMI-1640 media deficient in lysine

and arginine (Thermo 88,365) supplementedwith antibiotics (Pen/Strep), 10%dialyzed fetal bovine serum (Gemini) and normal amino

acids ‘‘Light Amino Acid Media, Arg0,Lys0’’ (175 mML-arginine (Arg0) plus 250 mML-lysine (Lys0)), or with the same concentrations of

stable isotope-labeled amino acids to make ‘‘Heavy Amino Acid Media, Arg,13 Lys2 ’’ (L-arginine-6C6,
15N4 hydrochloride (Arg10) and

L-lysine-6C6,
15N2 hydrochloride (Lys8), Cambridge Isotope Labs) as described before.58 After six cell doublings and confirmation via

mass spectrometry that heavy amino acids incorporation was equal or above 98%we proceeded with the experiment. Cells growing

in 15 cm dishes at 70% confluence were accumulate din mitosis by treatment with 200 ng/ml nocodazole for 14 h, cells arrested in

prometaphase collected by shake-off as previously described24 and snap-frozen until sample preparation for mass spectrometry.

Labeling scheme included three forward biological replicates (DR cells heavy/parental cells light) and three reverse replicates (DR

cells light label/parental cells heavy).

Sample preparation and mass spectrometry

Samples were prepared for lysis in denaturing buffer (8 M urea, 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.2, 75 mMNaCl plus protease and phosphatase

inhibitors (Roche) and processed as previously described.112 Briefly, pellets were lysed in followed by incubation 15min on ice,

sonicated and spun down for 35 min at 10,000g 4C. Cell extracts were quantified and light and heavy samples mixed 1:1. After pool-

ing the SILAC-labeled cell lysates, samples were processed for digestion and phosphopeptide enrichment and analyzed by mass

spectrometry following standard protocols.112 The purified peptides were diluted to 0.1% formic acid and fraction/section was

analyzed separately by microcapillary liquid chromatography with tandem mass spectrometry using the NanoAcquity (Waters)

with a 100-mm-inner-diameter 3 10-cm-length C18 column (1.7 mmBEH130,Waters) configured with a 180-mm 3 2-cm trap column

coupled to a Q-Exactive Plus mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Key parameters for themass spectrometer were: AGC 3

E6, resolution 70,000, 380–1800 m/z, top 10 method.

Data processing and statistical analysis

All MS/MS data was processed with the MaxQuant software (Max Planck Institute of Biochemistry, Martinsried, Germany; version

1.5.3.30).108 The default was used for first search tolerance and main search tolerance: 20 and 6 ppm, respectively. Labels were

set to Arg10 and Lys8. MaxQuant was set up to search the reference human proteome database downloaded from Uniprot on
Cell Reports Medicine 4, 100937, February 21, 2023 e6
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Sept 6, 2016. Maxquant performed the search assuming trypsin digestion with up to twomissed cleavages. Peptide, site, and protein

FDR were all set to 1% with a minimum of 1 peptide needed for identification but two peptides needed to calculate a protein level

ratio. The following modifications were used as variable modifications for identifications and included for protein quantification:

oxidation of methionine, acetylation of the protein N-terminus, phosphorylation of serine, threonine and tyrosine residues, and

carbamidomethyl on cysteine. Specific phosphosites were assigned by the MaxQuant PTM score algorithm113,114 resulting on iden-

tification of around 13,000 phosphopeptides. Phosphopeptides measured in all six biological replicates were log2-transformed.

‘‘Reverse’’ and ‘‘Potential contamination’’ are filtered out, then phosphopeptides are filtered with all ratios present in 6 replicates,

resulting in 1,162 peptides, plotted and statistically analyzed via ANOVA. Fold changes (Log2FC) R 1.5 and Benjamini-Horchberg

FDR <0.05 in 22Rv1-DR cells vs. parental cells were rated as significant. P-value was adjusted for multiple testing using Benjamini

Horchberg method. Phophoproteins increased in 22Rv1-DR cells in at least 3 replicates were query for functional enrichment anal-

ysis using gProfiler59 to determine significantly enrichedGeneOntology Biological Processes. P-valuewas computed by Fisher’s test

and corrected with Benjamini-Hochberg FDR. The mass spectrometry data have been deposited to the ProteomeXchange

Consortium via the PRIDE115 partner repository with the dataset identifier PXD028271.

Bioinformatic analysis
Transcriptome profiling of publicly available prostate cancer patients were obtained from NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus data-

bases GSE35988,1 GSE210322 and GSE6469.3 Bioinformatics data analysis was performed using R software version 4.0.3. Data

analysis compared gene expression changes between primary (n = 59) and warm autopsy (n = 35) lethal prostate cancer patients

from Grasso et al. dataset, primary (n = 127) and metastatic (n = 9) patients from the Taylor et al. dataset and primary (n = 62)

andmetastatic (n = 9) from Lapointe et al. Differential expression was assessed between sample groups using the two-sidedWelch’s

t-test, and the false discovery rate (FDR) was estimated using the Benjamini-Hochberg Procedure. Fraction of genome altered (FGA)

estimates of prostate tumors, representing chromosome heterogeneity affected by copy number gains or losses as previously

reported,19 were downloaded from cBioPortal for available datasets including Taylor, TCGA PRAD and the metastatic US2C/PCF

Dream Team studies.2,6,16,63 The CIN25 and CIN70 gene signatures were obtained from literature.4,5 The GSVA package in R/Bio-

conductor was used to estimate single-sample gene set enrichment scores for the CIN25 and CIN70 gene lists in each patient

sample.110 Pearson correlation coefficients between FGA and CIN scores and known human transcription factors116 were computed

in these datasets to identify potential regulatory transcriptional networks enriched with chromosomal instability in advanced prostate

cancer tumors. A consensus correlation coefficient and p value were estimated by performing correlation meta-analysis across all

datasets using the meta package in R.117 Each study was weighted using the inverse variance method, with a random effects model

using the DerSimonian-Laird method, and statistics were based on the Fisher z-transform for correlation. Mitotic kinase genes were

evaluated for differential expression in two AR-V knockdown experiments (siRNA and CRISPR), obtained from GEO datasets

GSE80741 and GSE126306.75,76 Differential expression fold-changes, p values, and FDR estimates were generated from transcript

counts using the edgeR package in R/Bioconductor.109 Normalized Trimmed Mean of M-values (TMM) from edgeR were used to

visualize changes in the knockdown groups. RNA-seq data, including AR-V7 isoform was obtained for TCGA PRAD and SU2C/

PCF Dream Team datasets using the cBioPortal.6,16,63,118 These data were used to estimate both Pearson and Spearman correla-

tions between AR-V7, MASTL, FGA score and CIN gene signature mRNA expression. Correlations were estimated in the subset of

TCGA PRAD RNA-seq samples containing transcriptomic data from PC tissue samples that had detectable levels of AR-V7 (n = 38)

as previously described.75 Similarly, Pearson and Spearman correlation analysis between MASTL and E2F7 mRNA expression were

performed using TCGA PRAD,63 GSE359881 and validated in a dataset containing only metastatic samples (SU2C).6

Cell synchronization, extract preparation and immunoblotting
Asynchronous or synchronized (mitotic) cell pellets obtained after arresting cells with nocodazole 200 ng/ml for 14h before shake off,

were washed twice with PBS and snap-frozen in a dry ice-methanol bath. Whole cell extracts were prepared by resuspending cell

pellets in buffer B (140 mM NaCl, 30 mM HEPES, pH 7.8, 5% glycerol, 10 mM sodium pyrophosphate, 5 mM sodium azide, 10 mM

NaF, 10 mM PMSF, 0.3 mM sodium orthovanadate, 20 mM b-glycerophosphate, 1 mM DTT and 13 protease and phosphatase

inhibitor cocktail (Roche) followed by nitrogen cavitation (1250 psi, 45 min; Parr Instruments) and centrifugation at 20,000g for

15 min at 4C as previously described by us.24 Final samples were resuspended in 13 Laemmli sample buffer, boiled for 5 min

and SDS-PAGE resolved proteins were transferred to nitrocellulose membranes and incubated with primary antibodies and anti-rab-

bit and anti-mouse horseradish peroxidase (HRP) conjugated secondary antibodies (Cytiva NA931 and NA935). Chemolumines-

cence was measured after incubation with ECL detection reagent (RPN2236) using the Imager Amersham 600 system (Cytiva)

and quantified using Fiji (ImageJ/NIH).

Immunofluorescence microscopy
For immunofluorescence microscopy cells were grown on glass coverslips, samples were simultaneously fixed and permeabilized in

4%PFA, 20mMPipes, pH 6.8, 10mMEGTA, 1mMMgCl2 and 0.2%Triton for 10min at room temperature. After blocking in 6%BSA

for 1 h coverslips were incubated in primary antibody for 2 h at room temperature, followed by PBSwashes and incubation with Alexa

488-, 568-, and 647-conjugated secondary antibodies. Cells were counterstained with DAPI prior to mounting in Prolong Gold

(Invitrogen). Images were acquired on an Applied Precision DeltaVision Ultra microscope (Cytiva) with a 60 31.4NA oil objective
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and deconvolved using Softworx. Maximum intensity projections of z-stacks (mitotic cells) or single optical sections (interphase cells)

were analyzed in ImageJ. Quantitative image analysis was performed using Fiji. Anaphase chromosome missegregation and other

mitotic errors were identified and scored using the DAPI and kinetochore (CREST) staining as reference.

Live-cell imaging
Cells stably expressing histone H2B-mCherry were grown on glass bottom multiwell plates for imaging (Cellvis). Widefield and

phase-contrast images were acquired on an Applied Precision DeltaVision Ultra microscope equipped with 203 long working

distance, a temperature-controlled stage enclosure with CO2 support, and processed with Softworx and ImageJ for scoring

chromosome segregation errors (lagging chromatids and others) and mitotic timing scoring (time from nuclear envelope breakdown

or NEBD to DNA decondensation). Higher resolution images of cell division were acquired in same microscope and conditions using

a 60 31.4NA oil objective, deconvolved using Softworx and subjected to maximum z stack projections. Individual images were

cropped and assembled into figures using Fiji/ImageJ and Photoshop (Adobe).

Immunohistochemistry
Immunohistochemistry (IHC) analyses were conducted on PCa formalin fixed paraffin embedded tissue sections from human

samples and in cell line or lethal PCa (LPC) xenografts. Tissue sections (5mm) were deparaffinized and submitted for standard perox-

idase-based immunohistochemistry procedures. Quantification of positive cells was determined by counting the number of tumor

cells in 10 contiguous high-power fields in three different areas of each section and referred to the total number of counted cancer

cells. MASTL, AR-V7 and E2F7 protein expression were analyzed in PCa formalin fixed paraffin embedded tissue samples. Samples

were scored as MASTL, AR-V7 or E2F7 ‘‘low’’ when completely negative staining or when <5% PCa cells displayed nuclear staining

and ‘‘high’’ when R5% of PC cells displayed nuclear staining in 4 contiguous high-power fields in three different areas of each

section.

Evaluation of chromosome segregation errors in tumor tissue samples
PCa tissue specimens (25 primary tumors and 20 metastatic tumors) were stained with hematoxylin/eosin (H&E) and analyzed to

score anaphases with chromosome missegregation events with a light microscope. Lagging chromosomes and chromatin bridges

were scored as chromosomemissegregation events and computed as proxies for total CIN. Percentage of anaphases with chromo-

some segregation errors was determined in 10 contiguous high-power fields in three different areas of each section.

Chemical treatments
The following chemicals were used in this study: MG132 (10 mM), nocodazole (200 ng/mL), GKI-1 (10 mMunless otherwise indicated),

docetaxel at indicated concentrations. 100 mMMonastrol treatment for anaphase enrichment (5h treatment plus 45-min release after

washout). Induction of transgene expression with doxycycline 1 mg/mL. Antibiotics for cell line selection included 0.5 mg/mL genet-

icin, 10 mg/mL blasticidin or 2 mg/mL puromycin. For enrichment inmitotic populations cells were treated for 14hwith nocodazole and

mitotic cells separated by shake off as described before.24 For in vitro testing of GKI-1 inhibition, cells were treated with nocodazole

and MG132 combination to avoid potential premature mitotic exit.

Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP)
Cells were cross-linked incubating with 1% formaldehyde solution 10 min at room temperature followed by glycine addition to stop

crosslinking. Chromatin was obtained by lysing cross-linked cells with Lysis Buffer 1 (LB1) (50mM Hepes-KOH, 140mM NaCl, 1mM

EDTA, 10% Glycerol, 0.5%NP-40/Igepal, 0.25% Triton X-100) then LB2 (10mM Tris-HCl pH8, 200mM NaCl, 1mM EDTA, 0.5mM

EGTA). Each lysis buffer was followed by gentle rocking on ice for 10 min prior to centrifugation at 4C. Cell pellets were resuspended

in LB3 (10mM Tris-HCl pH 8, 1mM EDTA, 0.5mMEGTA, 0.1%Na-Deoxycholate, 0.5%N-laurylsarcosine sodium salt) and sonicated

using a Bioruptor Pico sonication device (Diagenode). Sonicated chromatin samples were incubated overnight at 4C with antibody-

conjugated protein A magnetic beads (Dynabeads, Thermo Fisher) in Blocking Buffer (0.5% BSA in 1x PBS). DNA-protein-antibody

beadswere thenwashed, and eluted chromatin decross-linked by incubating beads at 65C overnight in Elution Buffer (1%SDS, 0.1M

NaHCO3) followed by RNAse A (Thermo Scientific) and Proteinase K (New England BioLabs) treatments. DNA was immunoprecip-

itated by phenol:chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (P:C:IA) and analyzed by qPCR using specific primers. For ChIP sequencing, AR-V7

ChIP with anti-AR-V7 specific Precision AG10008 (ChIP, 5ug per sample) samples were submitted to Thomas Jefferson University

Genomics Core Facility for preparation of multiplexed libraries and deep sequencing using the Illumina NextSeq 500 platform

producing 75bp SE reads according to the manufacturer’s instructions. FoR ChIP-Seq data analysis, sequences were aligned to

the reference genome, using Burrows Wheeler Alignment tool (BWA).119 Duplicated reads were removed, and MACS2 used to

call individual peaks using input as controls, at 5% FDR, with default parameters.120

Luciferase reporter assays
HEK 293 cells were seeded into 12- well plates at a density of 1.25 3 105 and allowed to attach overnight. Transfection mix was

prepared by combining 300ng of either pGL4.10 luc-MASTL wild type (wt), pGL4.10 luc-MASTL AR-V7 mutant (mut), 30ng of

pRL-Renilla, and 600ng of pcDNA3 AR-V7, pcDNA3 AR-FL or empty expression vector (pcDNA3). Luciferase activity was measured
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with Dual-Luciferase-Assay kit (Promega) 48 h after transfection, mixing 50mL of lysate with 50mL of Luciferase Buffer Assay (Dual

Glo, Promega) and analyzed in an automatic luminometer (Promega GloMax Luminometer). 50mL of Stop & Glo reagent was then

added and Renilla luminescence measured after 10 min of incubation. Ratios of Firefly versus Renilla luciferase were calculated

to determine promoter activity.

Tumor growth in vivo

For in vivo studies involving shRNAs against MASTL and GKI-1 treatments, subcutaneous xenografts were generated by implanta-

tion of 106 indicated PCa cells in a 1:1 mixture of culture medium RPMI (Gibco) and Matrigel (Corning) into the flanks of NSG mice.

When subcutaneous tumors became palpable, mice were randomly assigned to treatment groups containing four animals. The

vehicles for chemotherapy and GKI-1 were 10% DMSO in sterile 1xPBS. Tumor dimensions were monitored weekly using Vernier

calipers. Tumor volume was calculated according to the formula V= (a2xb)/2 where a and b are the minimal and maximal diameter

in millimeters, respectively. In accordance with institutional guidelines, mice bearing subcutaneous xenografts greater than 500mm3

were sacrificed. Explanted tumors were weighed, formalin fixed, and embedded in paraffin for pathological analysis.

Mouse intracardiac injections in vivo bioluminescence imaging
Intracardiac injections were performed as previously described.121 Briefly, the ventral thorax of 3–4 weeks old, castrated males was

shaved prior anesthesia with an isoflurane vaporizer and nose cone. The thorax was sterilized with iodine and alcohol and a sterile

marker was used to mark a location halfway between the sternal notch and the xyphoid process. 100mL from a 1 3 105cell/ml sus-

pension of PCa cells and PDX cells in sterile 1xPBS was drawn into a 30.5 gauge needle. The upright syringe was gently inserted

through the mark and for each injection successful penetration into the left ventricle was confirmed visually by a pulse of bright

red blood into the syringe. Following each experiment, a detailed necropsy was performed to grossly and histologically confirm

disseminated tumor burden. Imaging was performed using an IVIS Spectrum (Xenogen) imager. Animals received luciferin at

200 mg/kg by intraperitoneal injection 5 min prior to imaging. Animals were then anesthetized using an isoflurane vaporizer and

placed onto the warmed stage inside the camera box. At this stage animals received continuous exposure to 2% isoflurane. For

quantification, rectangular regions of interest (ROIs) incorporating the entire animal were measured. The signal was measured in

photons per second using Living Image software v.4.2 (Xenogen).

General toxicity monitoring
Body weights for every mouse were recorded every three days and fluctuations were computed by the percentage of current body

weight relative to baseline. When animals showed signs of weight loss therapy was discontinued. In accordance with institutional

guidelines all animals experiencing greater than 20% weight loss were sacrificed.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Data statistical analysis and graphical representation was carried out with Prism (GraphPad) and indicated in the figure legends and/

or figure panels. All experiments were performed at least in three biological independent replicates and all data points visualized in the

graphs. Data is expressed asmean ± SD (SD) from at least three independent experiments. For imaging quantification, a minimum of

100 cells were scored per condition analyzed in each experiment. Sample size and number of independent experiments (replicates)

used for each figure is specified in the figure or figure legends. All experiments were reliably reproduced resulting in no experimental

data being excluded from our analysis. Statistical analyses in cell lines quantifications were performed using Student’s t test and

ANOVA was used for proteomic analysis. P-value was computed by Fisher’s test corrected with Benjamini-Hochberg FDR in

Gene Ontology (GO) analysis of proteomic data with g:Profiler. For in vivo work planning of sample size was based on our previous

experience and publications. To analyze correlations, we used Pearson and Spearman’s correlation tests when the two variables

were assessed as continuous, Student’s t test when one variable was assessed as continuous and the other as qualitative and

c2 test (Fisher exact test) when the two variables were qualitative. In pre-clinical survival studies analyses were performed using

the Kaplan–Meier method and curves were compared by the log-rank test. More details on statistical analysis can be found in

each article figure legend.
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